A congruence p on a semigroup is said to be idempotent-separating if each p-class contains at most one idempotent. For any idempotent e of a semigroup S the set eSe is a subsemigroup of S with identity e and group of units H e , the maximal subgroup of S containing e. The purpose of the present note is to show that if S is a regular O-bisimple semigroup and e is a non-zero idempotent of 5 then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the idempotentseparating congruences on 5 and the subgroups N of H e with the property that aN s Na for all right units a of eSe and Nb £ bN for all left units b of eSe. Some special cases of this result are discussed and, in the final section, an application is made to the principal factors of the full transformation semigroup 9~x on a set X.
1. The notation of (1) will be used throughout. In particular, if p is an equivalence on a set X then xp denotes the p-class containing the element x of X. As in (1) , an exception is made in the case of Green's equivalences S&, 0£ and 3tf on a semigroup S: the corresponding classes containing the element a of 5 are denoted by R a , L a and H a .
Let S contain an idempotent e. Then eSe is a subsemigroup of S and we write S e = eSe, P e = R e nS e , Q e = L e nS e . Since e is a left identity for R e and a right identity for L e we see that P e = {x e R e : xe = x}, Q e = {x eL e : ex = x}. In the first two lemmas we establish some basic properties of these sets.
Lemma 1. Let e and f be ^-equivalent idempotents of a semigroup S. Then S e ^ S f .
Proof. Since {e, f)e3> there exists an element a in R e r\L f . By ((1), Theorem 2.18), there is a unique element d in Rjr\L e such that ad = e and da = f. Let x e S e . Then dxa = dexea = fa'xafe Sj-. Similarly, if yeS f then aya'eS e . Now let 9: S e^Sf and <j>: S f~> S e be defined by xQ = dxa {x e S e ) and y § = ayd (y e S f ). Then xd<f> = exe = x for all x g S e . Similarly, j ><£0 = y for all j 6 S f . Hence 9 and $ are mutually inverse bijections. Finally, a'xya = (a'xa)(a'ya) for all x, y e S e and so 9 is an isomorphism.
In particular, if S is a regular O-bisimple semigroup then S e = S f for any non-zero idempotents e,f. In this case it can also be shown that S e is O-bisimple.
Let f b e a semigroup with an identity e. By a right unit of T we mean an element aofT such that ax = e for some x in T. The set of all right units of T is readily seen to be a right cancellative subsemigroup of T (called the right unit subsemigroup ofT). Left units are defined in a similar way; the set of all such elements is a left cancellative subsemigroup of T (the left unit subsemigroup of T). (ii) That p R is an equivalence on R e follows from the fact that N is a group whose identity e is a left identity for R e . From (i) we see that p R £ ^f.
Let (a, b) e p R and let c e P e . Since ae R e there exists z e S 1 such that az = e. Hence caz = ce = c and so (ca, c)e0t; that is, ca 6 R e . Similarly, cb e R e . Now xa = b for some x e N and cN £ JVc, by hypothesis. Hence cb = cxa = yea for some y e N, which shows that (ca, cb) e p R .
Dually, for any right normal divisor N of Q e we define a relation p L on L e by the rule that
Then p L is an equivalence on L e contained in ^f and if (a, b) e p L then (ac, be) e p L for all c e Q e .
3. In this section we restrict our attention to O-bisimple semigroups. By ((1), Theorem 2.11) such a semigroup is regular if and only if it contains a nonzero idempotent. In particular, from (ii) above, p = T if and only if ap = ar for any non-zero element aof S; that is, a congruence contained in ^f on a 0-bisimple semigroup is uniquely determined by any one of its non-zero classes.
Lemma 5. Let S be a O-bisimple semigroup and let a be an arbitrary but fixed non-zero element of S. Let p, T be congruences on S contained in 2P. Then
We now come to the key result.
Lemma 6. Let S be a regular 0-bisimple semigroup and let e be a non-zero idempotent of S. Let N be a subgroup of H e that is both a left normal divisor of P e and a right normal divisor of Q e . Then there exists a congruence p on S contained in 2tf and such that ep -N.
Proof. We construct p by defining pn(HxH) for each non-zero ,?f-class H in terms of the equivalence p R on R e described in Lemma 4 (ii). The argument depends on several applications of the dual of ( (1) The definition in (1) lacks left-right symmetry. We shall now show that we would arrive at the same equivalence on H by using the congruence p L on L e defined in the dual form of Lemma 4 (ii).
Again, let (a, b)e 2tf, where a # 0 and b # 0, let SBS l be such that sa e R e nL a and let (sa, sb) e p R . Since S is 0-bisimple there exists t e S 1 such that at e R a nL e . Then bt e R a nL e . It will be sufficient to show that {at, bt) e p L . By the definition of p R there exists g e N such that gsa = sb.
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Hence gsat = sbt. Now, by Green's lemma, the mapping
x->sx (x e R a )
is an if-class-preserving bijection from R a to R e and so, since at e R a nL e , it follows that sat e R e nL e = H e . Hence, since N is normal in H e , there exists h e N such that g(sai) = (sai)h. Thus
Now since (a, sd) e i f there exists s' e S 1 such that s'sa = a. But (a, b) e tf and so s'sb = b, by Green's lemma. Premultiplying both sides of (2) by s' we find that ath = bt. Hence {at, bi) e p L .
Next we define p £ S x S to be p*u{(0, 0)}, where p* is the union of all the subsets p H of SxS as H runs through all the non-zero .Jf-classes of S. Since p H is an equivalence on H for each H, it follows that p is an equivalence on S. Moreover, p £ ^f. We prove that p is a congruence on S.
Let (a, ft) e p and let c e S. It will be shown that (ca, cb) e p. First suppose that ca = 0. Since p s ^f there exists x e S 1 such that ax = 6. Then eft = ODC = 0. Hence (ca, cb) e p. We therefore assume that ca # 0 and eft # 0. Since S 1 is 0-bisimple and a =fi 0 there exist j , J' e S l such that sa e R e r\L a and j'^a = a. Then, as before, s'.sft = ft. From the definition of p we have that (sa, sb)e p R . Now era = sa since sae R e ; therefore ca = cs'sa = cs'esa. 
Corollary. Let S be a regular O-bisimple semigroup and let e be any non-zero idempotent of S. Let H e be a left normal divisor of P e and a right normal divisor°f
Qe-Then 3^ is a congruence on S.
Proof. Take N = H e in Lemma 6. Then there exists a congruence p on S contained in 2ff and such that ep = H e . Then p = Jf by Lemma 5 (i).
4. Lallement ( (2), Theorem 2.3) has shown that the idempotent-separating congruences on a regular semigroup can be characterised as the congruences contained in $P. From Lemmas 3, 5 and 6 and the corollaries to Lemmas 3 and 6 we then obtain the following theorem concerning the idempotentseparating congruences on a regular O-bisimple semigroup. 
Theorem. Let S be a regular O-bisimple semigroup and let e be a non-zero idempotent of S. Let

Furthermore, 3tf is a congruence on S if and only if H e e A.
From ((2), Corollary 3.3) we see that A is a complete modular lattice. The greatest element fi of A is the greatest congruence contained in Jt? and is characterised thus ((4), Lemma 1):
(a, b)efio(sat, sbi)e tf for alls, teS 1 .
Let A be partially ordered by inclusion. Then the theorem shows that
is an order-preserving bijection from A to A whose inverse is also orderpreserving. Hence A is a complete modular lattice and A = A. A direct calculation establishes that A is a sublattice of the lattice of all normal subgroups It should also be noted that the theorem provides a description of the idempotent-separating congruences on a regular bisimple semigroup T; for p->pu{(0, 0)} is a bijection from the set of all such congruences on 7" to the set of all idempotent-separating congruences on the regular O-bisimple semigroup T°.
5. We now discuss two important classes of regular O-bisimple semigroups. First let S be a completely 0-simple semigroup. By ((1), Theorem 2.51), S is both regular and O-bisimple. Let e be a non-zero idempotent of S. Then e is primitive and so S e = H°e ((1), Lemma 2.47). Thus P e = Q e = H e . The set A in the theorem therefore consists of all normal subgroups of H e and so there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the idempotent-separating congruences on S and the normal subgroups of H e . In particular, 3^ is a congruence on S. These well-known results also follow immediately from the structure theorem for completely O-simple semigroups ((1), Theorem 3.5).
Next, let S be a O-bisimple inverse semigroup and let e be any non-zero idempotent in S. Let x e S e . Then, x = exe and so JC" 1 = e~lx~1e~l = ex~ieeS e . This shows that S e is an inverse subsemigroup of 5. Hence, by Lemma 2, Q e consists of the inverses of the elements of P e . Let N be a left normal divisor of P e ; that is, aN s Na for all aeP e . Then Na~l ^ a~l N for all aeP e and so Nb £ bN for all b e Q e . The set A can therefore be taken as the set of all left normal divisors of P e . For a bisimple inverse semigroup the theorem has been given in this form by Reilly and Clifford ((6), Theorem 2.4).
We deduce, in particular, that the idempotent-separating congruences on a bisimple inverse semigroup S with an identity are in one-to-one correspondence with the left normal divisors of the right unit subsemigroup of S. This result is due to Warne (7).
6. To conclude, we give an application of the theorem to the principal factors of the full transformation semigroup ST X on a set X. It is easy to see that y x is regular ((1), p. 33, Exercise 1). The further properties required for our discussion-and outlined below-are established in ((1), § 2.2). We remark that Mal'cev (3) has determined a set of generators for the lattice of congruences on 5 V For a BST X the equivalence a o a" 1 on X will be denoted by n a ; the cardinal of a set A will be denoted by \A\. 
Consider first the case where c is finite. Let E, r\ be non-zero idempotents of T e such that srj = r\ = r\z. Since r\ = r\z it follows from (1) that Xr\ £ Xe. Thus Xr\ = XE since | Xr\ | = | Ae | = c. Hence e = EY\ and so e = r\. This shows that T c is completely 0-simple. Since H C is isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree c, we see that, for c ^ 5, T e has exactly three distinct idempotentseparating congruences (corresponding to the three distinct normal subgroups of J/,). Note that one of these congruences is #P.
Next let X be infinite and let c be an infinite cardinal such that | X | ^ c. We shall show that the only idempotent-separating congruence on T c is the identity congruence. Let e be a non-zero idempotent of T c and let y be an element of H e distinct from e. Then there exists y e X such that yy ^ ys. Now y eL e and so yy e XE. Since Xe is infinite there exists an element 6 in ST X that induces a one-to-one mapping of Xs into XE and is such that ys e (XE)9 and yy i (XE)9. Write a = £0. Then a er c \0; also 7i a = n t and Xa £ Xe. Hence, by (2), a eP^. But there exists xeX such that ye = xa. Therefore, since sy = y» we have that xocy = jsy = yy $ Xcc.
In particular, this shows that y cannot belong to a left normal divisor of P e . Hence the only left normal divisor of P e is the subgroup {e} of H c . It then follows from the theorem that the only idempotent-separating congruence on T c is the identity congruence.
